Microsoft Securing Identities Workshop

Safeguard user identities and protect your IT environment.

Business challenge
Identity is today’s control plane for digital transformation. Organizational barriers are blurring the lines between who is in and out of your network. Cloud apps and the increasing use of personal devices and remote work mean that data is no longer centralized behind traditional network security. Addressing these challenges and the rising number of identity attacks diverts valuable IT time and resources away from transformation initiatives.

Our solution
The Microsoft Securing Identities Workshop from Insight will show your IT team how to stop tomorrow’s data breaches by securing your user identities today. Designed to help IT staff find identity risks occurring in your current environment, this workshop provides valuable insights about your application landscape to help improve your identity security posture.

During the workshop, you’ll learn how to:
- Get a rating of your identity security posture and see how it compares to your peers.
- Gain insights into apps used in your environment — even ones unsanctioned by IT.
- Understand how to prevent identities from being compromised.
- Learn how to reduce costs and improve business agility and security with simplified app access.

Benefits
- Protect user identities from compromise.
- Understand your app environment.
- Create simplified app access.
- Improve overall security posture.

Our partner
Microsoft

Related services
Endpoint Management Workshop
365 Defender Workshop
Create a successful strategy for identity security.

Given the complexity of identities, data, applications and devices, it’s essential to learn how to ensure the right people are accessing the right information, securely. This workshop will show your team how identity is the fundamental pillar of an integrated security philosophy and end-to-end security strategy.

- **Optimize identity** — Identify potential risks related to identity and see opportunities for improvement.
- **Assess security posture** — Receive a numerical rating of your identity security posture and see how it compares to similar organizations.
- **Reduce costs** — Minimize expenses associated with password reset and help desk resources.
- **Increase visibility** — Get a sample survey of apps your employees are using and if IT supports them.

**Why Insight for Microsoft identity security?**

Insight’s strong supply chain optimization and workplace solutions, combined with our data center transformation expertise and modernized applications, keep businesses running, foster flexible work environments and put you at the forefront of innovation.

**A true end-to-end partner**

Today, technology isn’t just supporting the business; it’s becoming the business. At Insight, we help you navigate complex challenges to develop fresh solutions and processes. We’ll help you manage today’s priorities and prepare for tomorrow’s needs.

**About Insight**

At Insight, we define, architect, implement and manage Insight Intelligent Technology Solutions™ that help your organization run smarter. We’ll work with you to maximize your technology investments, empower your workforce to work smarter, optimize your business and create meaningful experiences.